
Q2 2020

Exploration Task Force meeting

3rd June 2020

Task Force Purpose Statement

“Maintaining UKCS Exploration and Appraisal activity, making the most of the UK’s own energy resources 

in support of the transition towards a net zero carbon future and beyond”



Exploration Task Force
Agenda

1:00pm – Start
• Introduction & Agenda

• XTF overview

• Updated membership

• XTF priorities 2020

• Review of Actions

• Industry Stimulus/Recovery

• Energy Transition

• Licensing

Break
• Opportunity Maturation

• Technology

• Data & NDR

• AOB

4:00pm – Close

Next Meeting – Q3 XTF meeting 1st September 2020



XTF Membership

The XTF provides leadership and support to UKCS exploration & appraisal activity

Nick Terrell 
Managing Director, 

Azinor Catalyst

Jenny Morris 
Head of Exploration, 

Chrysaor

John Underhill
Chief Scientist & Professor, 

Heriot-Watt University

John Colleran
UK Expl & Dev Director, 

Neptune

Graham Goffey
Founder/Direct

Soliton Resources Ltd.

Nick Richardson 
Head of Exploration & New 

Ventures, OGA

Colin Percival
Technical Director,

Athena Exploration

Andy Alexander
Chief Geophysicist,

Siccar Point Energy

Chrysanthe Munn 
Exploration Manager, 

BP

Katy Heidenreich  
Operations Director, 

Oil & Gas UK

Julie Branston
Region Manager, Europe & Russia 

WesternGeco

(IAGC Representative)

Ben Hillier 
Exploration Manager UK, 

Shell

Mohamed-Amine Soudani 
North Sea Area Exploration 

Manager, Total

Rod Crawford
Technical Director,

Zennor Petroleum

Anne-Sophie Cyteval 
UK Exploration Manager, 

Spirit Energy

Gillian White
Solution Centre Manager -

Subsurface, OGTC

Graham Turner
Business Development Manager 

Spectrum Geo, TGS



Making the most of the UK’s own energy resources towards a net zero carbon future and beyond.

exploration

task forceEnergy Transition

Ensuring the case for continued UKCS exploration is made

• Advise on & promote ‘case for continued exploration’ through Roadmap 2035

o Requirement to meet UK Energy needs through ET

o Net Carbon benefit of domestic production vs imported energy

• Attract and retain transferrable skills, expertise and data

• Securing Social Licence to Operate through the ET and beyond



exploration

task force2020 MER UK Priorities & Initiatives

Endorsed & ranked by Industry at recent MER UK Exploration Forum

PRIORITIES

1. Licensing 2. Data 3. Technology 4. Opportunity Maturation

Initiatives

1.Promote & encourage 

collaborative commercial 

behaviours

2.Advise on & ensure fit for purpose 

licensing regime

3.Promote alignment with the OGA’s 

Stewardship Expectations

1
2

3

1.Facilitate data release

2.Support development of best in

class National Data Repository

3.Promote digital initiatives and 

improved ways of working

2 1

3

1.Support OGTC exploration

projects

2.Champion new technologies 

3.Work collaboratively to deliver our

four TLB challenges

2
1

3

1.Support sustainable hubs and

implemented area plans

2.Promote cross-border collaboration 

3.Support collaborative regional

exploration projects

4.Leverage UKCS Yet-To-Find data to 

identify new focus area

1

4 3 2

The XTF provides leadership and support to UKCS exploration & appraisal activity



Making the most of the UK’s own energy resources towards a net zero carbon future and beyond.

exploration

task forceActions arising from previous meeting(s)

Q2 2020 Exploration Task Force meeting (03 June 2020)

Priority Actions Who When Status Comments

Energy Transition XTF to consider how carbon emissions could be incorporated 

into future Licensing Round assessments
Colin Percival Ongoing Ongoing

Energy Transition Circulate draft ‘message book’ with key messaging in support of

continued exploration to XTF for comment/input
Katy Heidenreich 

Jenny Morris
When the draft is 

ready to share
Closed

See todays Energy Transition section

Opportunity Maturation OGA to consider if information on hubs/Area Plans can be 

provided to industry – XTF to clarify questions then approach 

OGA
John Colleran

By next meeting 

(03 June 2020)
Closed

See todays Opportunity Maturation 

Priority section

Opportunity Maturation OGA to provide data on uptake of Phase 1 of the Petroleum 

Systems project (data/downloads) etc.
John Colleran

By next meeting 

(03 June 2020)
Ongoing

Initial discussion held with Nick R on 

this in May 2020

Licensing Katy Heidenreich to arrange call between Licencing Priority (CP 

& BH) co-leads and other key stakeholders to progress JOA 

amendment process
Katy Heidenreich

By next meeting

(03 June 2020)
Closed

Call held with key stakeholders (led 

by OGUK Legal) in April 2020 

Follow-up Commercial Managers 

Forum discussion held 14 May 2020

Licensing Katy Heidenreich to ask OGA how subsurface uncertainties are 

being considered in small pools
Katy Heidenreich

By next meeting 

(03 June 2020)
Open

Technology Coordinate development of a plan to deliver the final steps of the 

NNS Machine Learning project. The OGTC/Project Steering 

Committee to assist in developing a convincing narrative

Mohamed-Amine

Soudani
By next meeting 

(03 June 2020)
Closed

See todays Technology Priority

section



3rd June 2020

Industry Stimulus/Recovery

Q2 XTF meeting

Katy Heidenreich (OGUK)



exploration

task forceOGUK Recovery Plan

Maintaining UKCS Exploration and Appraisal activity



exploration

task forceOGA Recovery

Maintaining UKCS Exploration and Appraisal activity



3rd June 2020

Energy Transition

Q2 XTF meeting

Katy Heidenreich (OGUK) 

Jenny Morris (Chrysaor)

John Underhill (Heriot-Watt University)



Making the most of the UK’s own energy resources towards a net zero carbon future and beyond

exploration

task force

• Advise on & promote ‘case for continued exploration’ through Roadmap 2035

o Requirement to meet UK Energy needs through ET

o Net Carbon benefit of domestic production vs imported energy

• Attract and retain transferrable skills, expertise and data

• Securing Social Licence to Operate through the ET and beyond

XTF Leads
Jenny Morris (Chrysaor) 

Katy Heidenreich (OGUK)

John Underhill (Heriot-Watt University)

Energy Transition
Ensuring the case for continued UKCS exploration is made

Priorities



Objective:

• Make the UKCS a great place to do

business for Oil & Gas

– Ease of acquiring licences

– Ease of delivering success

Issues:

• Licence Award

– LARRY update and training

– Ensuring collaboration is rewarded

• Licence Ownership

– Standard Agreements e.g. JOA

– Interaction with other users e.g. 

Offshore Wind

– Ensuring collaboration is rewarded

Licensing Priority
Task Delivery Group

Key Initiative

1.Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours

Tasks

❑ Review JOA Standard Agreement and revise if required

❑ Review and recommend improvements to LARRY. Facilitate training on

LARRY system for all users

❑ Licensing of offshore Wind vs Oil & Gas - establish the Industry issues

❑ Licence award and Stewardship process – ensure collaboration is a 

key part of the process

Key Stakeholders

▪ OGA, OGUK (including Commercial Managers and Legal Forum), 

OGIA, Crown Estate, BEIS

XTF Leads

▪ Ben Hillier (Shell)

▪ Colin Percival (Athena Exploration)

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours



Standard JOA
• Call to discuss issue – alignment of standard JOAwith Innovate Licence.

• Agreement that this issue needs to be rectified.

• Operators legal committee have a task finish group currently reviewing the environmental loss 

provisions in JOA. May be appropriate to move this group onto this task once current one 

complete.

• Commercial Managers Forum to discuss 14/5/20

• Katy Heidenreich to check with Exploration Task Force that all issues covered. Other items raised:

– Anti corruption language to reflect UKBA 2010

– Alignment with Financial Responsibility guidelines

– Sanction by stealth

• OGUK to determine appropriate TFG for the work to be carried out around issues raised.

• Meeting to be reconvened once issues are further clarified to discuss next steps.

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours



LARRY & Marks Scheme
• LARRY working well

• Appendix C – lots of wasted effort/money

• Brief questionnaire to be circulated to canvass opinion on changes to 

LARRY and Marks Scheme

• Discussion with OGA on potential updates – issue is OGA IT budget

• Guidance notes to be updated rather than formal training

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours



Offshore Wind

• Issue – Licences awarded by different regulators (OGA and Crown Estates) can 

result in both an offshore wind and an oil and gas company seeking to develop 

the same area.

• Expectation – Parties reach agreement to accommodate both sides plans.

• If agreement cannot be reached the oil or gas developer can make an 

application where:

1. Determination of the wind farm lease is necessary for an oil or gas development to go ahead; 

and

2. The parties are unable to reach a commercial agreement on compensation

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours



Offshore Wind

• The Secretary of State can request the Crown Estates to determine the lease or 

agreement for lease in whole or in part to allow an oil and gas development to 

proceed (Oil and Gas Clause). A necessary condition is that appropriate 

compensation is paid to wind farm developer. It is not mandatory that the 

Secretary will determine the lease.

• The Secretary of State appoints an independent valuer paid for by the Oil and 

Gas company. Valuation is based on the principal of equivalence i.e. Wind Farm 

Lease holder is left in the same position.

• Note – Energy Integration will require closer collaboration with Wind Farm 

developers

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours



Licensing Priority - Tasks

• Standard JOA

– Current Standard JOA put in place prior to Innovate Licence

– Needs update to align with Innovate Licence:

• Initial Term can now be divided into 3 phases

• Licence Administrator vs. Operator

– Additional changes to reflect new guidance/new laws e.g. Bribery Act

– OGUK to progress via OLC once issues agreed

• LARRY & Marks Scheme

– Questionnaire to provide list of potential improvements

– Agree improvements with OGA- implement and update guidance

• Licensing of Offshore Wind vs. Oil and Gas

– Issues established

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours



Exploration Task Force
Agenda

1:00pm – Start
• Introduction & Agenda

• XTF overview

• Updated membership

• XTF priorities 2020

• Review of Actions

• Industry Stimulus/Recovery

• Energy Transition

• Licensing

Break
• Opportunity Maturation

• Technology

• Data & NDR

• AOB

4:00pm – Close

Next Meeting – Q3 XTF meeting 1st September 2020
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Opportunity Maturation Priority

Q2 XTF meeting

John Colleran (Neptune) 

Anne-Sophie Cyteval (Spirit) 

Graham Goffey (Soliton)



Opportunity Maturation Priority
Task Delivery Group

Key Initiative

1. Support sustainable hubs and implemented area plans

2. Support collaborative regional exploration projects

Tasks

❑Promote OGUK Reserves Progression Self Verification Tool to explorers

❑Work with Asset Stewardship Task Force to identify data sharing improvement 

opportunities on infrastructure and hosts

❑Launch scaled-down version of Phase 2 of Petroleum System Project, following industry 

commitment of c.£500k industry

Key Stakeholders

▪ OGA, OGUK, OGIA, MER UK Asset Stewardship Task Force, MER UK Wells Task Force

XTF Leads

▪ John Colleran (Neptune)

▪ Anne-Sophie Cyteval (Spirit)

▪ Graham Goffey (Soliton)

• Where are the existing hubs and 

area plans located?

• What has worked well so far and 

what hasn’t? – learn and plan 

ahead accordingly

• Encourage new hub or play

based Special Interest Groups

eg a SNS Zechstein play group 

could include current interested 

parties – progress/share 

technical/business issues & build 

collaborative approach

within and between licence groups

Supporting sustainable hubs, implementation area plans & collaborative regional exploration projects



exploration

task force

o Guidance exist on the OGA website on development & use of Area plan – however no published listing of existing plans

o Discussions with Colin Percival (formerly Parkmead) and Paul Lindop (1st Subsurface, SIG coordinator) to understand 

experiences with the Moray Firth SIG and identify lessons learned, opportunities for wider deployment of such a

model

o Next steps:

o OGA investigating how to release some information on hubs/area plans

o Neptune/Spirit Energy experience of OGA hub area plan shared (next slide)

o How to fit net zero objectives within the area plan?

o Interaction SIG and Area plan

Opportunity Maturation Priority
Area Plan

Supporting sustainable hubs, implementation area plans & collaborative regional exploration project



exploration

task forceOpportunity Maturation Priority
Area Plan

Supporting sustainable hubs, implementation area plans & collaborative regional exploration project
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Supporting sustainable hubs, implementation area plans & collaborative regional exploration project

• Industry funded projects

o Industry preference is for data driven projects

o Consider industry funded projects not to be viable at present

o Possible industry-assisted well failure analysis – concept paused pending some recovery from present situation

• Candidate Government funded project

o Recognise substantial government funds for CCS projects – as yet unallocated

o Scoping a North Sea reservoir core data compilation project: compile comprehensive dataset of NDR and non NDR

core data (routine analytical data, sed/pet reports, non-routine data such as SCAL, mini permeametry, rock strength,

etc.) into machine–readable, digital dataset.

o 2019 MENTI survey indicated some support for such a core database and project ticks most boxes in respect of a

preferred regional project. Industry should be able to support via data contributions?

o Petroleum industry and CCS benefits – especially relevant to CCS since core from field development wells is not

retained by BGS under DECC agreement to retain exploration core (suggest this position is re-visited)

• Other

• 3D legacy multi-client data release – considered to be potentially the most impactful initiative to boost 

exploration/appraisal/licensing, whilst is in some areas the only dataset available to assess candidate CCS 

projects. Critical to resolve this matter.

Opportunity Maturation Priority
Regional and Other Projects



3rd June 2020

Technology Priority

Q2 XTF meeting

Mohamed-Amine Soudani (Total) 

Gillian White (OGTC)



AGENDA

• NNS Machine Learning Project

• Call For Ideas Projects

• Progress TLB Challenges

Technology Priority
Task Delivery Group

Key Initiative

1. Support OGTC exploration projects

Tasks

❑ Support OGTC in delivery of NNS Machine Learning Project, ensuring 

results are published to industry as soon as possible

❑ Support progression of OGTC Exploration Call for Ideas projects

❑ Ensure progression of TLB Challenge – short and medium term 

priorities

Key Stakeholders

▪ OGTC, TLB, OGA, OGUK, OGIA

XTF Leads

▪ Mohamed-Amine Soudani (Total)

▪ Gillian White (OGTC)

Support OGTC exploration projects



Technology Priority
NNS Machine Learning for Pay Analysis

• Conditioned Dataset Issue – agreed

– Batch 5 (without depth tie corrections) upload to OGA Data 

Centre this week

– Batch 6 Data (depth tie corrected) available end June

• 2 Webinars replace half day in person workshop

– 4th June 14:00 – 16:00

– 9th June 14:00 – 16:00

Support OGTC exploration projects



Technology Priority
NNS Machine Learning for Pay Analysis

https://www.theogtc.com/ 

events/events-

programme/2020/welco 

me-to-the-machine-

digital-analytics-to-find-

pay/

Support OGTC exploration projects

https://www.theogtc.com/events/events-programme/2020/welcome-to-the-machine-digital-analytics-to-find-pay/


Technology Priority
NNS Machine Learning for Pay Analysis

– All developers make analysis available to all 

participants now

– Good support already

– XTF welcome to actively endorse QC by Sept

• Apache/Equinor/Enquest? [Marathon to Rockrose]

– OGTC to compile feedback

– Promotion & Use

• Abstract in for Petex 2020

• Engenious dataset

• …

Support OGTC exploration projects



Technology Priority - MER alignment

✓ NNS Portfolio

✓ NNS Portfolio

✓ Sword-Moveout

✓ Rockflow

✓ Optic Earth (BP)

✓ S-Cube

Support OGTC exploration projects

✓ Seismic Image 

Processing

✓ ARL



Technology Priority - MER alignment

• Xxxx

• Xxxx

Support OGTC exploration projects



Technology Priority - MER alignment

• Xxxx

• Xxxx

Support OGTC exploration projects



Technology Priority - MER alignment

• Xxxx

• Xxxx

Support OGTC exploration projects



Technology Priority – 2050 Net Zero UKCS

Support OGTC exploration projects
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Data Priority

Q2 XTF meeting

Rod Crawford (Zennor Petroleum) 

Julie Branston (WesternGeco / IAGC) 

Graham Turner (TGS)



Data Priority
Task Delivery Group

Key Initiative

1. Facilitate data release

2. Support development of best in class National Data Repository

Tasks

❑ Support improvements to how seismic field data can be accessed

❑ Support creation of NDR Roadmap and promotion to all stakeholder

❑ Support the business case for release of well production data (by

well/by reservoir)

Key Stakeholders

▪ OGA, OGUK, OGIA, NDR Steering Committee, IAGC, MER UK Asset 

Stewardship Task Force

XTF Leads

▪ Rod Crawford (Zennor)

▪ Julie Branston (WesternGeco / IAGC)

▪ Graham Turner (TGS)

Facilitate data release & support development of best in class NDR

AGENDA

• NDR update
– Andy Thompson

• Update on seismic data release 

consultation
– Graham Turner
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The foundations for Digitalisation , • Oil & Gas Authority

-

The Mandate

The Wood Review (2014)

The Powers

The Energy Act (2016)

The Team

Digital, Data & Policy

The Early Action

Open data, NDR, website &

access to data

The Early Outcomes

Improved compliance, 

benchmarking & data quality

The Strategic Vision

Digital Strategy (2019)

The OGA became a catalyst for digital change



Digital Energy Platform

Function

Services/Components -

Dashboards 8uS1nass intel ligence tools

Data warehouse Economic models

-- Enablers Statistics

2020 to date
Cu ure APls

Wells ln1rastruc ure

Licenses

NOR

Fields

Well consenting

IC8 round applications 

illine wori<s authorisations

Production data reporting

UK Stewardsh,p survey

Licensing system

LJcenoe data reporting

Data quality

R abonal databases Workflows

Energy portal infrastructure NOR sel'VIC8s

Applicat,o s Agile & modular  

Geospa aVmaps

I• Oil & Gas Authority

625k+

Pageviews

0
o□o

23m+

API hits

Components of OGA's platform

Systems of engagement, record and insights

OGA's platform is made up of 50+ applications, multiple databases and a wide

variety of data types. These vary in age, complexity and technology as well as

being maintained by multiple providers.

NDR Users (>6,000)

72°/o
Public

28°/o
Industry

Supporting industry, academia and society

Data is a precious thing and will last longer than the systems themselves



OGA Digital Strategy I• Oil & Gas Authority

Please read it. We welcome thoughts and feedback 

from across industry, government, academia and 

society.

To create value for the OGA, industry and stakeholders 

by delivering digital, data and technology excellence

Five Pillars

• People, Skills & culture

• Transform access to information

• Analytics & intelligence

• Collaborate, partner & assure

• Influence & promote

Progress so far

• National Data Repository (NOR)

• UK Stewardship Survey (UKSS)

• Petroleum Production Reporting System (PPRS)

• Wealth of subsurface data releases

• Suite of geospatial applications

• Suite of interactive dashboards and benchmarking tools

OGA Digital S ra egy

2020-2025

010

To make digital, data and technology work for everyone to deliver MER



Transform access to information

Footer text

NDR & Open data

Getting data to the users

A wide range of data and data 

products freely available to all.

• APls, downloads and media

• Constantly evolving

• Spatial data

• Surfacing legacy data

Single entry point

, • Oil & Gas Authority

•

Easy to find, Ease to use

Driving towards user role focussed 

interfaces and a single sign on 

experience

• User focus

• Secure

• Personalised role based experiences

Regulations

11n1orn t' Report1
·
09

and

R e t G u d , ) 1 1  Disclosure ol
and \ 1ntonnat1on and

\ samples Gudi an ce

I -

i . - - - ,
\
...........
L ----

Robust data regulations

Broad data regulations covering 

reporting, retention and disclosure. 

Enables OGA digital & data to support 

MER

• Section 34

• Information & Samples Co-ordinators

• Information & Samples Plans



Analytics & intelligence , • Oil & Gas Authority

Data quality

GIGO

Without accurate, quality 

data the outcome of what 

follows is compromised

• Section 34

• Information & Samples 

Co-ordinators

• Targeted data 

campaigns

Open APls

Open by default

OGA makes data 

available openly where 

possible via open APls

• json, geojson, WMS,  

WFS, REST, etc

• 1.2m requests a week

• ESRI/Azure

Insights
(A c• ,.....,...,.,.-...•....=,..

.,   ••• •·· l.11 , . , . . . . . . . . .

,..,..,_.,.._.,.,...

----- ----

.:=-·

---cc-- --·
..· ·

:----.1,.-;;---:=E=,
..ft•·-· ·-·-..-

t:'S -=.::
_....----·-···"-"'-......._,.. ....
-----·-·---...... --·- ,.., ,

.---.--------·---".'·,",-'--·

Insights lead to action

Data is collected, analysed 

and disclosed to 

encourage action

• Production efficiency

• Unit operating costs

• Recovery factor

• Tier 0

• Data compliance

Data Warehousing

Authoritative source

Data from various internal 

(transactional systems) and 

external sources brought 

together

• Enhanced data quality

• Standardised

• Improved decision making

Footer text



Collaborate, partner & assure

Partnering with vendors Governmental synergies

01 Oil & Gas Authority

Mutual benefit

Working with suppliers to develop fit

for purpose systems. Leveraging our

combined expertise.

• Energy Portal Apps

• NOR future components

• MS Azure infrastructure & apps

• Process discipline

0101010

0101010 0

0101010

0101010

0101010·

0101010

0101010

01010' 0

01010' 0

0101=01

Who does what and when

Ensuring data is collected once by the 

appropriate organisation and is used 

widely.

• Limiting burden on industry

• Cross departmental collaboration

• Leveraging data for Energy Transition

Industry groups

Working in collaboration

Ensuring OGA has the mechanisms to 

receive and respond to feedback.

• Feedback loops

• Focussed OGA effort

• Where next?

• Advisory groups

Footer text



Influence & promote , • Oil & Gas Authority

Case studies Awareness Working groups Catalyst for change

Promoting the positive

Highlighting good practice 

and exciting new 

technologies.

Encouraging others to

follow and lead digital

change

• Seismic in the cloud

• Analytics & MUAI

• Data quality & accuracy

Sharing OGA Vision

Communicating OGA's 

vision across industry, 

government, academia 

and society.

• Web presence

• Presentations & events

• Professional body 

membership

Influencing at all levels

Representation on 

industry groups providing 

expertise and guidance.

• MER UK Forum

• OGUK IM Forum

• Government groups

Enabling change

Creating the conditions to 

enable digital, data and 

technology change to take 

hold.

• Supportive legislation

• Net zero & Energy transition

• Leadership

Footer text



NDR Year 1 Milestone Review

Footer text

, • Oil & Gas Authority

User Activity Increased Content

·•---

Downloads Managed Disclosure

Active users More data for more uses Download of data Hidden treasures?

5,559 additional active 9% increase in the volume ~ 15TB of well data Overseeing relinquishment

accounts since Feb 2019 of well data in the first 12 downloaded since launch related disclosure in ISPs

Taking the total to 6,174

2,734 accounts (44%) 

have been accessed in 

the last 6 months

months ~400GB

6% increase in the volume 

of seismic survey data in 

the same period -500 GB

~ 35TB of seismic data 

downloaded since launch

~51TB of data ordered on 

media

>3800 items of "stranded" 

but no less important former 

UKOilandGasData content 

bulk uploaded by OGA

All immediately disclosable



Continuous Improvement of NDR1 10 Oil & Gas Authority

Access to NDR

• • •

ODO
API

Software intermediary

between the NOR and

external systems

Enables automated 

access to and download 

of "entitled" well data

18+ companies engaged

Seismic Reporting
I

Infrastructure Data FAQs

SFTP

A method to transfer files 

over a secure connection

Established for download -

will enable upload of TBs

Efficiencies - costs & time 

Aim for live trials late Q2

Q2 2020 Update

30 "changes" responses 

returned - processing now

Enhanced attribution to 

differentiate in-place and 

removed pipelines

More informative NOR and 

Data Centre maps

Frequently Asked Questions

The NOR now has an FAQ 

page which features helpful 

responses to a range of user 

queries

Access the FAQ page via the

Useful Resources section on

the Information tab

Footer text



NDR2 L1 Summary Schedule • Oil & Gas Authority

Integration with OGA Systems

Commence 

Drafting contract

Contract Specification  

Ready for Issue

Start Priority 1 

Development

Agile modular build, test, refine

UAT

Agile modular build, test, refine

Agile modular build, test, refine

Go NDR1 ends 

Live (assumes break)

►
Parallel

running

Supplier  

Days

l
Supplier 

Clarifications

Tender  

Issue

OGA Evaluation

Priority 2 

Development

Tender 

Responses

NDR2

Contract  

Start

Agile modular build, test, refine

Agile modular build, test, refine

Agile modular build, test, refine



Data Priority
Task Delivery Group

Key Initiative

1. Facilitate data release

2. Support development of best in class National Data Repository

Tasks

❑ Support improvements to how seismic field data can be accessed

❑ Support creation of NDR Roadmap and promotion to all stakeholder

❑ Support the business case for release of well production data (by

well/by reservoir)

Key Stakeholders

▪ OGA, OGUK, OGIA, NDR Steering Committee, IAGC, MER UK Asset 

Stewardship Task Force

XTF Leads

▪ Rod Crawford (Zennor)

▪ Julie Branston (WesternGeco / IAGC)

▪ Graham Turner (TGS)

AGENDA

• NDR update

• Update on seismic data release 

consultation

Facilitate data release & support development of best in class NDR



Data Priority
Data Release Consultation – Status Summary

Consultation:

“Reporting and Disclosure of Information and Samples: Supplemental Guidance on the 

Disclosure of Certain Geophysical Survey Data (Created or Acquired under an Exploration 

License …..)”

Post-2017

• IAGC and member companies; in agreement with proposed guidance

Pre-2018

• IAGC and member companies; general disagreement with proposed guidance, continued 

concerns and clarification on details (commercial impact, practical implementation, NDR user 

agreement details …)

Facilitate data release & support development of best in class NDR



3rd June 2020

AOB

Q2 XTF meeting

Next Meeting – Q3 XTF meeting 1st September 2020


